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Psychotropic medication–
a definition


Definition: drugs that affect mood and behaviour



Complex list relating to chemical structure
(benzodiazepines), biochemical target (MAOIs),
behavioural effect (hallucinogens), clinical use
(antipsychotics, antiepileptic) as well as a number
of rogue categories (atypical antipsychotics)
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Mode of action of
psychotropics


Antidepressants: block reuptake of
neurotransmitters so as to increase mood



Antipsychotics: can control or modify symptoms
such as hallucinations or delusions that are
evident in an acute attack



Anxiolytics: provide immediate relief of the
symptoms of anxiety



Hypnotics: only provide symptomatic relief of
insomnia and do little to alter the underlying
cause of insomina
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Dementia – a definition


General term that describes a number of conditions
that cause damage to brain cells



Alzheimer’s disease - most common cause of dementia

- caused by a build up of protein in the brain which
forms plaques
and tangles that stops the brain
working as it should
- changes are gradual over time; memory loss is the
first symptom


Vascular dementia – the blood supply to the brain is
damaged
- caused by stroke or by small vessel disease



Lewy body dementia – characteristics of Alzheimer’s
disease and Parkinson’s disease

-progresses slowly, sufferers may experience
hallucinations, sleep during the day rather than night

Restraint – a definition


Can be physical or chemical



Chemical restraint is the intentional use of
medication to control or modify a person’s
behaviour or to ensure a patient is compliant or
not capable of resistance, when no medically
identified condition is being treated; where the
treatment is not necessary for the condition; or
the intended effect of the drug is to sedate the
person for convenience or for disciplinary
purposes. (HIQA)



The APPROPRIATE use of medications which have
side effects to reduce or manage the symptoms
of diagnosed anxiety, depression, disordered
behaviour (etc.) of a person with underlying
dementia is not a chemical restraint.
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Why do we use
psychotropics in
dementia?


90% of people with dementia experience
behavioural and psychological symptoms (BPSD)



BPSD manifests as aggression, agitation, loss of
inhibition, depression and psychosis



BPSD develop as the disease progresses



BPSD can be responsible for more
institutionalisation, caregiver stress and use of
health care resources than cognitive symptoms



It is poorly recognised that BPSD is usually transient
and often responds to simple changes in
environment or the removal of an aggravating
factor.

Guidelines on the use of
psychotropics in dementiaantipsychotics


NICE guideline on dementia advises against the use
of any antipsychotic for non-cognitive symptoms or
challenging behaviour of dementia unless the person
is severely distressed or there is an immediate harm to
them or others



Drug trials have shown that for Alzheimer’s disease
antipsychotic drugs can have a small but significant
effect on aggression and to a lesser extent psychosis
(delusions and hallucinations)



These effects are seen when antipsychotic drugs are
taken for a period of 6-12 weeks



The benefits of these drugs when taken for other
symptoms and when used for longer than 12 weeks
are very limited
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Guidelines on the use of
psychotropics in dementiaantipsychotics


Commonly prescribed for BPSD in dementia because
they can eliminate or reduce the intensity of
psychotic symptoms such as hallucinations and
therefore can have a calming effect



Extreme caution if prescribed in cases of Lewy body
dementia, who often have visual hallucinations, as
they are at increased risk of severe adverse reactions



People with severe behavioural and psychological
issues can be prescribed antipsychotic drugs in the
first instance but only in clearly defined
circumstances and with full discussion with the
patient and their carer

Guidelines on the use of
psychotropics in dementiaantipsychotics


Symptoms that do not respond to antipsychotics
include


Wandering



Social withdrawal



Shouting



Pacing



Touching



Cognitive defects



Incontinence
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Guidelines on the use of
psychotropics in dementiaantipsychotics
WHICH ONE TO CHOOSE?


There is some evidence that haloperidol and
risperidone are effective for psychotic symptoms in
dementia or for those who are aggressive



Haloperidol and risperidone do not differ greatly in
clinical effectiveness or in extrapyramidal effects but
haloperidol is associated with greater tardive dyskinesia



Haloperidol is suitable for short term acute treatment of
BPSD but risperidone is preferred for longer term if used
at a low dose



Olanzapine has anticholinergic properties and rapid
weight gain



Quetiapine causes significant postural hypotension and
sedation

Guidelines on the use of
psychotropics in dementiaantipsychotics


Start low and go slow



Starting dose should be as low as possible



Dose increases should be gradual – weekly
depending on response



Maintenance treatment may be appropriate for
those who have demonstrated a clear benefit



Review at least every 3 months



BPSD is often temporary so if symptoms are stable,
gradual dose reduction and withdrawal can be
tried every 3 months (reduce dose by 50% every
two weeks)
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Side effects of
antipsychotics
All ages

Especially in older
adults



Weight gain



Sudden death



Diabetes



EPS/Parkinsonism



Sedation



Anticholinergic effects



Akathisia



Hyponatremia



Dystonic reactions



Seizures

Side effects of
psychotropics








Those over 70 are 3.5 times more likely than younger
individuals to be admitted to hospital due to
adverse drug reactions related to psychotropic
medication
Tardive dyskinesia
Atypical antipsychotic use in dementia has been
shown to cause an increase in death rate when
compared to placebo
Lower the seizure threshold
Can cause parkinsonism

Are patients that live in nursing homes sufferers of more
serious neuropsychiatric symptoms than those in the
community and therefore in need of these highly
effective atypical antipsychotics? And so does benefit
outweigh risk?
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Guidelines on the use of
psychotropics in dementia –
hypnotics


Prescribed for insomnia



Flurazepam, triazolam, temazepam, zolpidem,
zopiclone



Sleep disturbance among carers was cited as a
frequent reason for seeking admission of a patient to a
care home



Hypnotic use in studies has been shown to be higher in
homes with higher staff levels than those with low levels
–used for the benefit of the staff



Very little evidence from clinical trials of their beneficial
effect



Huge evidence for non-pharmacological alternatives



Large risk of falls with hypnotics
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Guidelines on the use of
psychotropics in dementia –
anxiolytics


Prescribed for anxiety disorders or symptoms



Benzodiazepines:
clonazepam



Older adults experience an increased magnitude of
the common side effects of these drugs, particularly
sedation and memory and psychomotor impairment –
due to reduced rate of clearance/elimination



Greater risk of falls, confusion and skeletal fractures



It is preferable if depressed to use an antidepressant
with an anxiolytic effect (mirtazapine)



Withdrawal effects which can be misdiagnosed

alprazolam, lorazepam, diazepam,

Alternatives to
psychotropics
Standard
therapy
Behavioural

Alternative
therapy


Art therapy



Music therapy



Activity
therapy



Complementar
y therapy

Validation



Aromatherapy

therapy



Bright-light
therapy



Multisensory
approaches

therapy

Reality

orientation

Reminiscence

Brief
psychotherapies


Cognitive
behavioural
therapy



Interpersonal
therapy

therapy
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Beers Criteria


List of potentially inappropriate medication to be
avoided in older adults



Evidence based



Recommendations are categorised according to
the severity of the adverse effect



Risperidone/quetiapine: only in case of harm or
when
non-pharmacological
treatment
unsuccessful as increased risk of stroke– moderate
evidence – strong recommendation



Escitalopram: no mention



Triazolam: increased risk of fall and fractures –
avoid
–
moderate
evidence
–
strong
recommendation

Beers criteria
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Treating the wrong
condition?????


Dementia sufferers may suddenly become violent
or aggressive



Physical discomfort – is the person in physical
pain, tired, acting this way due to medication



Is the person overstimulated? – loud noises,
physical clutter, does the person feel lost



Poor communication – are you asking too many
questions? Are your instructions too difficult to
understand? Are you stressed?



Focus on the persons emotions not the facts, be
positive and reassuring, limit distractions and try
some relaxing activity to shift focus, avoid using
restraints or force

Things that should be
done in practice


Appropriate and documented diagnosis
associated with the prescribed medication



Try and document trials of behavioural
management



Can a non psychotropic medication they already
take be used for this issue



Show monitoring and assessment of side-effects of
medication



Audit to show whether the medication is
beneficial



When symptoms have been stable and the
patient is stable try dose reduction and document
this
If the medication needs to be continued
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